


About Us

V-count is the leading provider of visitor analytics solutions in the world. We offer 
global organizations the latest in people counting, heatmap, queue 
management, staff exclusion, demographic analysis and business intelligence 
platform. Our solutions are backed by a secure cloud-based business intelligence 
platform that leverages best-in-class AI and machine learning tools to analyze 
collected data. 

We provide our clients with actionable reports and software-based 
recommendations on how customers behave in their physical locations. We offer 
them insights on how to optimize their business operations, boost conversion 
rates, and thereby, start increasing profits just in 30 days. V-count is the trusted 
technology partner of over 700 global brands (including Samsonite, Samsung, 
Sephora, Marks & Spencer, Ford Motors, Vodafone, Philip Morris International, 
Bosch Siemens). 

V-Count leads the visitor analytics industry in R&D and innovation, and we are 
partnered with other industry-leaders like Amazon and Microsoft . We have off ices 
in London, Hong Kong, Dubai, Miami, Brussels, Kuala Lumpur and Istanbul with a 
growth of 104% in turnover Year-On-Year. V-Count solutions are being used in over 
36.000 locations in 100 countries, and our software has counted a total of over 9.5 
billion people.



People Counting

Optimize your traffic, staff and marketing strategies to increase 
conversion rates and profits with actionable data

V-Count 3D Alpha+

Every business with a physical space should count customer traffic in order to see 
the bigger picture of what is going on in their business. Whether you are a shopping 
center, retail chain, museum, library, sporting venue, bank, restaurant or other… 
People Counting data will help you make well informed decisions about your 
business.

Our most recent V-Count 3D Alpha+ provides 
minimum 98% counting accuracy rate with its, 
stereo vision technology, the highest technology 
available in the people counting market right 
now.

Benchmarking businesses, figuring 
out the conversion rate for each spot 
to see the real performance, 
efficiently allocating your staff 
according to hourly visitor traffic will 
create value in terms of revenue, 
profit and  efficiency.

Count people going in and out of 
your store



Queue Management

Minimize the time your customers spend at checkout to improve 
customer satisfaction and prevent missed opportunities!

V-Count Queue

People come to retail stores to buy. Not to wait in lines. One in every three potential 
customer leaves the store if they have to wait more than five minutes to pay. 
Retailers experience revenue losses of up to 39% due to long queues. V-Count 
Queue Management is here to avoid potential customer losses caused by 
queues.

V-Count Queue camera utilizes the accurate 
tracking of the 3D depth sensing technology to 
deliver optimal queue management. Equipped 
with an advanced algorithm and the latest stereo 
vision technology, Queue can accurately 
calculate the number of customers at the 
checkout queues as well as the average time 
they spent at them.

Identifying these key metrics is critical 
for retailers who seek to efficiently 
allocate their personnel and prevent 
any potential customer losses caused 
by long queues.

Optimum queue length: 3 
Average waiting time: 10 min



Heatmap

Understand your customers’ behavior with in-store analytics 
and increase their engagement levels to optimize their path 
to purchase!

V-Count Heatmap

Heatmap In-Store Analytics allows you to grasp your visitors’ actions within 
your stores, where they are most attracted to, what they search for and what 
motivates them to buy. With this in-store analytics data, you will better know which 
product line or which zone is performing better and can improve the aspects that 
lead people to buy. 

 By tracking the number of visitors in and out of a particular area, our Heatmap 
calculates the occupancy of specific areas within your stores. Let our hourly 
reports tell you how your store performs at different times during the day.

To cover a larger area, V-Count Heatmap is equipped with 
fisheye lenses. The success of certain areas can be measured, 
and this knowledge applied to other areas with lower 
performances. Also supports BLE tracking.

Our Multicamera Heatmap solution 
provides more in-depth insights into 
visitor behaviors. With Visitor Flow 
analysis you can track every customer 
and gain insights from the moment they 
enter your location to the moment of 
purchase.

Identifiy where your 
customers spend more time 

inside your store



Staff Exclusion

Pure visitor counting data. Personel excluded.

V-Count Staff Exclusion is a low energy Bluetooth device which when combined 
with V-Count BLE Tags, it can exclude your staff’s entry and exit patterns from 
your total visitor traffic count, delivering real visitor numbers.

With just one staff exclusion device installed at your store 
you can rest assured that you are receiving only pure 
conversion results, which will allow you to benchmark store 
performances more accurately, more effectively.

Personal Count: 5 
Pure Visitor Count: 8 

V-Count Staff Exclusion



Demographic Analysis

Know who your visitors are and deliver a positive shopping 
experience

With V-Count Demographic Analysis technology, you can find out exactly how many 
of your visitors are female and how many are male as well as their age group and 
emotional status.  

This data allows you to enhance customers’ engagement level by offering them the 
right products and keeping your stocks up-to-date for the needs of your diverse 
customer base. You can now offer a more personalized experience for shoppers.

Change  signage in real-time according to the moods, ages 
and genders of your visitors to boost conversions and 
optimize the design of your location as well as choosing 
assortments according to your visitors demographics.

V-Count Demographic Analysis



Business Intelligence Platform

Accurate reporting is vital for businesses to analyze their operations and use that 
information for decision-making processes in order to grow business results. V-Count 
Business Intelligence Platform delivers you advanced, yet easy-to-use reports for 
various departments and job functions in your company. Analysis and reports can be 
automated, customized and sent on a regular, predetermined basis.  

  

You can measure the effectiveness of your marketing campaigns, historically 
analyze data combined with weather patterns and with many other variables. All 
results are analyzed with machine learning methods to deliver you actionable 
information about your stores, campaigns, investments, products and staff 
operations.

Store Opening/Closing 
decision

Prevention of Lost Sales 
Opportunities 

Queue Management 
Optimization

Marketing Campaign 
Effectiveness

Targeted demographic 
Analysis

Dynamic Store 
Comparison

Specialized interfaces for Retail, 
Duty Free, Mall  & Zone Occupancy

Customer Seasonal 
Behavior Monitoring

High integration 
functionality

Understanding your 
Visitor Flow

Tips For Staff 
Allocation

Identifying 
attractive areas
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sales@v-count.com

200+ 
PARTNERS

100+ 
COUNTRIES

800+ 
CLIENTS

36.000+ 
LOCATIONS

v-count.com


